Abstract
Introduction
The recent explosion in Internet usage and the growing availability of multimedia resources on the World-Wide Web has created a demand for effective and flexible techniques for automatic image retrieval and video browsing [3, 7, 9, 81. Users need high-quality image retrieval (IR) systems in order to find useful images from the masses of electronically available digital image data. In a typical IR system, a user poses a query By providing an existing image (or creating one by drawing), and the system retrieves other "similar" images from the image database. Content-based video browsing tools also provide users with similar capabilities -a user provides an interesting frame as a query, and the system retrieves other similar frames from a video sequence.
The general problem of content-based image retrieval has been widely studied [3,7,9,8]. The color correlogram was recently proposed as an image feature vector in [4] and was shown to be very effective and efficient for contentbased image retrieval.
While most image retrieval systems retrieve images based on overall image comparison, users are typically interested in object searching, where the user specifies an "interesting" subregion (usually an interesting object) of an image as a query. The or object from a database. This task, called image subregion querying, is made challenging by a wide variety of effects (e.g., different viewing positions, camera noise, object occlusion, etc.) that cause the same object to have drastically different appearances in different images.
The system should also be able to solve the localization problem, i.e. it should find the location of the object in an image. The lack of a good image segmentation process suitable for large, heterogeneous image databases implies that objects have to be located in unsegmented images, making the localization problem difficult.
Similar demands arise in the context of content-based video browsing. A primary task in video processing is cut detection, which segments a video into different camera shots and helps to extract key frames for video parsing and querying. A flexible tool for browsing video databases should also provide users with the capability to pose objectlevel queries that have semantic content, such as "track this person in a sequence of video". To handle such queries, the system has to find which frames contain the specified object or person, and has to locate the object in those frames.
The color histogram is a general and flexible tool that can be used for the various tasks described above [14, 11. In this study, we investigate the applicability of color correlograms to these tasks, and show that correlograms also constitute a versatile tool that can be used for a variety of problems. Our preliminary results indicate that the correlogram method is a more accurate and effective approach to these tasks compared to the color histogram method. What is more, the computational cost of the correlogram method is about the same as that of other simpler approaches, such as the histogram method. We believe, therefore, that correlograms form a significantly superior but equally econsmical alternative to the histogram.
Organization. We propose extensions to the correlogram that improve its already good performance and efficiency (Section 2). In Section 3, we propose the correlogram intersection method for image subregion querying. The histogram-backprojection approach used for the localization problem in [ 141 has serious drawbacks. In Section 4
we discuss these disadvantages and show how local correlogram contribution can be used to locate objects in images more accurately. We also examine the problem of cut detection in Section 5 and show that correlograms as feature vectors yield superior results compared to using histograms.
Extensions to the Correlogram
In this section, we look at some.extensions to color correlograms. The general theme behind the extensions are: (1) improve the storage efficiency of the correlogram while not compromising its image discrimination capability and (2) use additional information (such as edge) to further refine the correlogram, boosting its ima5e retrieval performance. These extensions can not only be used for the image retrieval problem, but also in other applications like cut-detection (Section 5).
Notation. Let 
,, gives the probability that a pixel at a distance k from the given pixel of color ci is of color c j . The size of the correlogram is m2d. If we define the following count I'$t,)c,(T) =
( Z ) / ( 8 k H c , ( T ) ) .
The autocorrelogramof Z captures the spatial correlation between identical colors only and space. Since local correlahons between colors are more significant than global correlations in an image, a small value of d is sufficient to capture the spatial correlation. Correlograms were shown to be both efficient and effective feature vectors for content-based image retrieval [4] .
For two images Z, J , I T -Jlh (resp. I Z -J & ) denotes the distance between the images when histograms (resp. correlograms) are used as feature vectors. Performance Measure. Let 1 i be the unique correct answer for Qi. Let rank(&) be the rank assigned by the retrieval method. We use the following measures: (1) Tmeasure of a method = E,"=, rank(Z,), the sum over all queries of the rank of the correct answer, (2) pl-measure of a method = E,'=, 1/ rank(&), the sum over all queries of the precision at recall equal to 1. Note that a method is good if it has a low r-measure and a high pl-measure.
Banded Correlogram.
Though it was shown in [4] that small values of d actually suffice, it would be more advantageous if the storage requirements of correlogram were trimmed further. This leads to the definition of 
Image Subregion Querying
The image subregion querying problem is the following:
given as input query a subregion Q of an image Z and an image set S , retrieve from S those images Q' in which the query Q appears according to human perception (denoted Q' C Q). The problem is made even more difficult than image retrieval by a wide variety of effects (such as changing viewpoint, camera noise and occlusion) that cause the same object to appear different in different images. The image subregion querying problem arises in image retrieval and in video browsing.
Performance Measure. Let Q1,. . . , Qq be the query images, and for the i-th query Q,, Tiz', . . . ,Ti:) be the only images that "contain" Q,, (i.e., Q, "appears in"
I:'), j = 1,. . . , U,,) Due to the presence of false matches the image subregion querying algodhm may return this set of "answers" with various ranks. We use the following measures to evaluate the performance of various competing image subregion querying algorithms: (1) Average r-measure given by $ E:=., 5 rank($"), (2) Average precision for a query Q, given by (l/u,) E;;, j / rank(Z;"),
where Ti", . . . ,Zk) are the answers for query Q, in the order that they were retrieved, and (3) RecalVPrecision vs.
Scope: For a query Q, and a scope s > 0, the recall r is defined as I{Z:'' I rank(Z;") 5 s}l/a,, and the precision p is defined as l{Tiz) I rank(Z,(')) 5 s}l/s.
Gorrelogram Intersection. The image subregion querying problem is a harder problem than image retrieval based on whole image matching. One scheme to avoid exhaustively searching subregions in an image is to define intersection of color histograms [14] . The scheme can be interpreted in the following manner.
Given the histograms for a query Q and an image I, the intersection of these two histograms can be considered as the histogram of an abstract entity notated Q n Z and Results. The histogram and autocorrelogram intersection methods for subregion querying are compared in Tables 2  and 3 . For each of the evaluation measures proposed above, the autocorrelogram performs better. The average rank of the answer images improves by over 30 positions when the autocorrelogram method is used, and the average precision figure improves by an impressive 56% (see Table 2 ). Table 3 shows the precision and recall values for the two methods at various scopes. Once again, autocorrelograms perform consistently better than histograms at all scopes. Doing a query-by-query analysis, we find that autocorrelograms do better in terms of the average r-measure on 23 out of the 30 queries. Similarly, autocorrelogfams yield better average precision on 26 out of 30 queries. These suggest that the autocorrelogram is a significantly superior method for subregion querying.
Location Problem
The location problem is the following: given a query image (also referred to as the target or model) Q and an image Z such that Q C 2, find the "location" in Z where & is "present". It is hard to define the notion of location mathematically because the model is of some size. We use the location of the center of the model for convenience. This problem arises in tasks such as real-time object trucking or video searching, where it is necessary to localize the position of an object in a sequence of frames. Efficiency is also required in this task because huge amounts of data need to be processed.
Template matching is one straightforward approach to the location problem. This method is likely to yield good results, but is computationally expensive. Attempts have been made to make template matching more efficient [5] . The histogram backprojection method is one such approach to this problem [14] . Though this method generally works well in practice, it has some serious drawbacks. In the following, we explain the problem with the histogram backprojection scheme.
The basic idea behind histogram backprojection is (1) to compute a "goodness value" for each pixel in Z (the goodness of each pixel is the likelihood that this pixel is in the target); and (2) obtain the subimage (and hence the location) whose pixels have the highest goodness values. Formally, the method can be described as follows. The ratio histogram is defined for a color c as 7rc,h(ZIQ) = min{H,(Q)/H,(Z), 1). The goodness of a pixel p E Z, is defined to be 7r,,h(ZIQ). The contribution of ZIP, the A [Methodl 11 Pr ecision(%) ' 11 
(3)
QE% Then, the location of the model is given by
Note that backprojecting the ratio-histogram gives the same goodness value to all pixels of the same color. It emphasizes colors that appear frequently in the query but not too frequently in the image. This could result in overemphasizing certain colors in Q. A color c is said to be dominant in Q, if rC,h(Z1Q) is maximum over all colors.
If Z has a subimage (which may be totally unrelated to &) that has many pixels of color c, then this method tends to identify Q with this subimage, thus causing an error in some cases.
Another problem with histogram backprojection is inherited from histograms which have no spatial information. Experiments. We use the same database to perform the location experimcnts. For the simple location task, 66 query images are run on 52 images that contain these models. A distance set D = {1,3,5) and , L? = 0.5 are used.
For the tracking task, we choose three videos bus (133 frames), clapton (44 frames), skydive (85 frames). Both histogram backprojection and autocorrelogram correction methods are tried for these tasks.
Results.
The results are evaluated using the success ratio, defined as the proportion of images for which the location returned by a method is "reasonably close" to the true location of the target in the image. Table 4 shows the results of our experiments. For the 66 queries, the autocorrelogram correction method correctly finds the location of a model 96% of the time. Similarly, this method correctly locates the tracked object in 78% of the frames in the clapton video. Figure 3 shows some example objects and the location of the objects (indicated by a box) in the images as found by different methods.
These results clearly show that correlogram correction
Method 11 hist 1 auto 1 alleviates many of the problems associated with simple histogram backprojection.
The increasing availability of video data makes automated video analysis a necessity. The first step to automated video content analysis is to segment a video into camera shots (also known as key frame extraction). A camera shot is an unbroken sequence of frames from one camera, and a cut is said to occur when two consecutive frames are from different shots.
Cut detection algorithms usually work as follows: adjacent frames are compared using some image feature and frames that are "sufficiently" similar are assumed to belong to the same shot, and dissimilar frames are taken to signify a cut. Different cut detectors use different features to compute the similarity between consecutive frames, e.g. pixel difference, statistical differences, histogram comparisons, edge differences, etc [l] . Histograms are most commonly used to detect cuts because they are efficient to compute and insensitive to camera motions. They are not robust to local changes in images, however, so false positives easily occur in this method (see Figure 4 ). Since correlograms have been shown to be robust to large appearance changes for image retrieval, we use correlograms for cut detection.
Notation.
We use 3 = TI) . . . )Ti to denote a sequence of video frames. Let p(f) be the number of cuts in f. Let Jk be the k-th cut and suppose it occurs between images Z, andZZ+1. Now supposepairs of adjacentimages {Z,,Z;+l) are ranked according to 1 1 , -&+I If, where f is the feature used to compare images. We use rank(3k) to denote the rank of the cut J k z (Zz,Tz+l) according to this ranking. Performance Measure. Recall and precision are usually used to measure the performance of cut detection algorithms, but it is difficult to compare the performance of different algorithms based on recall vs. precision curves [I] . We therefore look at recall and precision values separately. In order to avoid using "optimal" threshold values, we use precision vs. scope to measure false positives and recall vs. scope to measure false negatives (misses). We choose two scope values: p ( f ) and 2 p ( f ) . We also use the excessive rank value (ERV), which is defined by XFz) (rank(JZ) -i) and the average precision value (AvgP), which is defined by cfi:' a / p ( f ) .
Note that a smaller excessive rank value and a larger average precision value indicate better results.
Experimental Results. We use 64 colors histograms, and banded autocorrelograms (which have the same size as histograms) for cut detection in 5 video clips. The results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . The results of our experiments show that banded autocorrelograms are more effective than histograms while having the same storage requirement.
In this section we discuss related ideas in the areas of image retrieval, image subregion querying, and object localization.
The color histogram has shbwn its efficiency and advantages as a general tool for various applications, such as content-based image retrieval [3, 7, 91, object indexing and localization [14, 6 , 2 ] , and cut detection for video segmentation [l] . As a feature vector for image retrieval, the color histogram is very easy to compute and insensitive to Several recently proposed schemes incorporate spatial information about colors to improve upon the histogram method [12, 13, 8, 4] . Oneapproach [12, 13] divides images into subregions and imposes positional constraints on the image comparison (image partitioning). Another approach [8] augments histograms with local spatial properties (histogram rejinement). Our approach, the color correlogram [4] , makes use of spatial correlation between pairs of colors.
, The image subregion query problem is closely related to the object recognition problem, which has been studied for a long time. Since a color histogram is very easy to extract from an image, it has been successfully used for object indexing, detection and localization [14, 3, 7, 6, 11, 151. Swain and Ballard [I41 propose histogram intersection for object identification and histogram backprojection for object localization and report impressive results. The advantages and disadvantages inherent to histograms in general have been discussed in detail in Section 3.
One disadvantage of color histograms is that they are sensitive to illumination changes. Slater and Healey [ 111 proposed an algorithm that computes invariants of local color distribution and uses these invariant for 3-D object recognition. Matas et al. [6] proposed the color adjacency graph (CAG) as an alternative representation for multiplecolored objects. CAGs improve over histograms by incorporating coarse color segmentation into histograms. 
Conclusions
We have shown the correlogram to be a generic tool for solving various problems in computer vision and multimedia applications. Correlograms turn out to be an easy to compute, compact to represent, and effective to use feature for many such problems. We demonstrate this by applying correlogram to image retrieval, image subregion querying, object localization, object tracking, and cut detection problems. We also suggest schemes to cut down the storage requirements and to improve retrieval performance.
